Introduction
============

DNA sequence information is fundamental to our understanding of genome structure, function, and evolution. A major advance in sequencing methodology was introduced by the Sanger group in the 1970s, with the development of the chain-termination DNA sequencing reaction ([@bib39]). Sequencing has subsequently undergone increasing degrees of industrialization, with the introduction of fluorescent radiolabeled terminators and capillary electrophoresis, allowing the sequencing of entire genomes. In the last few years, however, so-called second-generation sequencing technologies have been developed using strategies such as pyrosequencing ([@bib29]) and sequencing by synthesis ([@bib7]); strategies that are radically different from the Sanger dideoxy methodology.

Four commercial second-generation DNA sequencing platforms are now available: Roche\'s (454) Genome Sequencer FLX System, Illumina's Genome Analyzer (GA), Applied Biosystems' SOLiD System, and Helicos' HeliScope Single Molecule Sequencer. These all use a massively parallel approach, producing hundreds of thousands to tens of millions of sequence reads at a time; however, they are much shorter than Sanger dideoxy reads. Instead of creating a clone library (which could have ethics and/or genetic modification issues), the sample DNA is fragmented and the fragments are ligated to adapters, eliminating library construction and cloning host biases. At the time these experiments were carried out, a single run on the 454 system produced 400,000 reads of around 250 nt, a GA run produced over 40 million 36 nt reads, and a SOLiD run promised 86--114 million 35 nt reads. However, these output figures are all increasing rapidly as the technologies from each company are developed further. For example, a single GA run can currently produce 12--15 GB of sequence data (i.e., more than 10 million 75-bp paired-end reads per lane).

For robust phylogenetic reconstruction, it is highly advantageous to demonstrate concordance between independent data sets. In molecular data sets, this is often achieved by comparing results from nuclear data and mitochondrial and/or chloroplast data (e.g., [@bib33]). These data sets have often not been concordant due to the limited amount of sequence data being more indicative of aberrant histories of the gene involved rather than the evolutionary history of the genome ([@bib31]). With the advent of second-generation sequencing, it has become increasingly possible to generate large quantities of data. Large multigene data sets are significantly less likely to be dominated by aberrant individual gene histories. It is therefore desirable to sequence both nuclear and organelle genomes. Due to issues such as nuclear copies of mitochondrial genomes, it is necessary to segregate organelle genomes from the nuclear sequence. However, the size of these genomes is such that much of the sequence will be wasted in many times more coverage than is needed.

If even a single lane of a GA flow cell is used to sequence something as small as a typical animal mitochondrial genome, there is a high degree of redundancy. For the 16.5-kb human mitochondrial genome, for example, raw coverage could be over 90,000×, and each read would be present in 300 copies. Current de novo sequence assembly algorithms perform well with much lower coverage. For example, [@bib21] successfully assembled a *Staphylococcus aureus* genome from 35-bp reads with a raw coverage of 48×.

A solution to this problem is sequencing a mixture of many organelle genomes; however, this leads to the difficulty of separating the individual genomes from the resulting short sequence reads. Clearly, a method is required to informatically allocate de novo contigs to a given genome, maybe via a pooling or an indexing strategy. There are many examples of pooling and indexing strategies in the literature, although none of them do exactly the same as the strategy we are proposing. Prior to next-generation sequencing, there were a variety of methodologies to look at pooling and/or indexing (see, e.g., [@bib9]; [@bib30]; [@bib18]); however, these kinds of approach rely on finding segments in a genome for subsequent mapping and analyses but not for sequencing whole genomes. Illumina have developed and marketed their own indexing technology that allows up to 12 samples to be mixed in 1 lane of a GA flow cell. Using current protocols, each sample must be prepared individually, resulting in a linear cost increase for the number of samples under investigation. There is some cost reduction with the mixing of samples for running on the machine, but overall, this is still an expensive procedure. At the other end of the indexing continuum are new "hyperindexing" methods, such as DNA Sudoku ([@bib15]) and BARCRAWL ([@bib17]). However, again economies of scale mean that these approaches are useful for large numbers (thousands) of short sequences sometimes using multiple lanes and/or pooling, and so the sequencing of organellar genomes would not be appropriate with this approach either.

Our aim here is to test the hypothesis that for distantly related species (i.e., for highly divergent sequences), assembly should be straightforward and unambiguous. Where there is a high degree of similarity between two sequences, however, it becomes more difficult to assemble short reads unambiguously as there will be longer overlaps between reads from the different genomes. For these more similar genomes, we expect that indexing would be more appropriate, but we need to develop a method that could combine both approaches, index-free multiplexing and indexing. Ultimately, we would like to get the cost of a mitochondrial genome to under \$100 but that is beyond the scope of our present work.

We first used combined simulated reads from a set of several animal mitochondrial genomes to explore the ability of sequence assembly algorithms to separate and assemble sequences from a mixture of reads from different sources. Once optimized, the same methods were successfully applied to reads from a single lane of a GA flow cell containing a mixture of 6 different mitochondrial genomes.

Mitochondrial sequences from 4 species were successfully assembled, thus establishing that it is possible to disambiguate and assemble a complete organellar genome from a mixture of sequence reads from more distantly related species. The complete mitochondrial genome of the neogastropod mollusc *Amalda northlandica* is reported in more detail, and we identify a novel putative regulatory element, most likely a reduced control region. This structural feature can, under certain assembly conditions, interfere with complete assembly of the genome, and this control feature is unlikely to be detected by classical sequencing techniques.

This approach is complementary to the indexing strategies mentioned above. Indexed sequencing will allow our approach to be used for several mixtures in a single run, with each mixture assigned a single index. This will enable us to sequence a large number of samples with a fraction of the sample preparation that would be required if we were to assign an index to each sample. The combination of index-free multiplexing and indexing should reduce costs considerably. In the application reported here, we use a disparate mixture of mitochondrial genomes (from humans to molluscs), but other combinations can certainly be used.

Methods
=======

Simulations
-----------

Simulations were carried out using known animal mitochondrial genome sequences, which were downloaded and stored in a MySQL database. Custom Perl scripts (available from <http://awcmee.massey.ac.nz/downloads.htm>) were used to simulate 35-bp reads at random positions in the sequence and to introduce errors in these reads based on observed error profiles from previous GA sequencing experiments. Reads were then extracted from the database to simulate mixtures of different genomes in predefined ratios and written to files in FASTA format. A total of 4 million reads were extracted for each simulation, a conservative approximation to the number of usable reads produced on a single lane of a GA flow cell at the time of these experiments.

The simulated reads were assembled using Velvet version 0.7.26 ([@bib45]) and Edena version 2.1.1 ([@bib21]), with a range of values for the hash length *k* (Velvet) or the minimum overlap between reads (Edena). The assembled contigs were aligned to the original genomes using the assembly tool of the Geneious package (v4.5.3; [@bib14]). Because the reference sequences were those used to generate the reads, stringent parameters were used for the alignment (minimum overlap 50 and overlap identity 98%). The contigs were also aligned to related reference sequences using less stringent parameters (minimum overlap 40 and overlap identity 60%) to test how closely related the reference needed to be to separate the contigs unambiguously.

The statistics package R (version 2.8.1; [@bib34]) was used to examine the distribution of coverages for each set of contigs. If the coverage distribution showed discrete peaks corresponding to the 5 different genomes, the contigs were grouped according to their coverage. Each group was then assembled into supercontigs using Geneious. No reference was used for the supercontig assembly---separating the contigs into groups corresponding to the different mitochondria should eliminate the ambiguous overlaps that broke up the initial assembly (except in the case of repeats), so that each group of contigs will assemble into a small number of supercontigs.

Another approach used to separate contigs from different genomes was to align the contigs to a set of reference sequences using the Exonerate sequence alignment package (v2.2.0; [@bib42]). Exonerate was set to report the five best alignments for each contig and to output a table showing, for each alignment, the names of the contig and the reference, the beginning and end of the aligned region in each, and the score and percent identity. As with the Geneious alignments, this was performed using the source genomes and using genomes with differing degrees of relatedness. The resulting table was used to group the contigs according to which reference produced the highest scoring alignment, and Geneious was used to assemble each group into supercontigs.

Sequencing
----------

Long-range polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products were generated from a diverse set of templates in order to create a mixture of templates to sequence using an Illumina GA. The organisms used were a human, a rat (bush rat, *Rattus fuscipes*), a bird (tawny frogmouth, *Podargus strigoides*), a frog (Hamilton's frog, *Leiopelma hamiltoni*), an insect (ground weta, *Hemiandrus pallitarsis*), and a mollusc (Northland olive, *A. northlandica*). PCR products of between ∼1 and 8 kb were generated using primers specific to, and thermal cycling conditions optimized for, each DNA template (available from the authors). PCR products were processed by SAP/EXO digestion to remove unincorporated oligonucleotides and then quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies Inc.). Aliquots were taken in order to have an approximately even relative molarity for all DNA fragments in the final mix. All samples were then pooled and processed for sequencing in one lane using the genomic DNA sample preparation kit from Illumina (part \#1003806).

A 50-bp single read run was performed on an Illumina GA GA2 (Illumina, Inc.) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Unfortunately, there was an instrument problem at cycle 33, which meant that only 32 nt were usable. Due to the availability of the raw material for sequencing, the run was continued to completion. After sequencing, the resultant images were analyzed with the proprietary Illumina pipeline (version 1.0) using default parameters. This resulted in ∼238 Mb of sequence, with 63% of the clusters passing the initial filtering step.

Additional assessment of an anomalous section of the *A. northlandica* mitochondrial genome was performed by traditional Sanger sequencing of a 300-bp PCR product spanning a region between *nad*5 and *cox*3. This PCR product was generated from a total genomic DNA sample using specifically designed primers (Anor_nad5_f1618: 5′-ATGTCACAAGCAAACCAAAAGATCC-3′ and Anor_cox3_r100: 5′-TTACTGTAATATACCCATATCCGTG-3′) and using *Taq* DNA polymerase (Roche Applied Science) under the manufacturer's recommended conditions. The PCR product was processed by SAP/EXO digestion and sequenced on an ABI3730 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems) in both the forward and reverse directions using the specifically designed PCR primers. The resulting sequences and electropherograms were visualized using Geneious.

De Novo Assembly
----------------

Due to high error rates observed for bases 1--5 and 33 onwards in the control lane of the Illumina flowcell, the reads were trimmed before assembly, removing the first 5 bases and the last 18 to leave 27-bp reads consisting of bases 6--32 of the original reads.

Perl scripts were used to run Velvet with a range of values for the hash length *k* and the coverage cutoff and to extract the number of nodes, maximum contig length, and N50 (median length--weighted contig length---half of all bases assembled are in contigs of this size or longer) values reported by Velvet.

Because of the large numbers of contigs produced, a Perl script (available from <http://awcmee.massey.ac.nz/downloads.htm>) was used to automate the procedure of aligning contigs against the reference sequences and separating them to produce a FASTA file of contigs aligning to each of the references, along with a file containing those contigs that fail to align to any of the references. The same script also converted the de Bruijn graph of contigs for each assembly produced by Velvet to DOT format, so that the graph could be visualized using GraphViz ([@bib19]).

Identification of coding regions of the sequenced portions of the mitochondrial genomes was achieved through comparison to published complete mitochondrial genome sequences available through GenBank.

Results
=======

Simulations
-----------

Thirty-five base-pair reads were extracted for a human mitochondrial genome (GenBank accession number J01415; see [table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for a list of the mitochondrial sequences used in this study), the white-faced heron, the dark-spotted frog, the oriental mole cricket, and the eastern mudsnail. These organisms were chosen as they represent a mixture similar to that used in our experimental run. To test the effect of having the genomes present at different concentrations, the reads were extracted in a ratio of 10:15:20:25:30, in several permutations. These simulated reads were then assembled using Velvet version 0.7.26 ([@bib45]) and Edena version 2.1.1 ([@bib21]). The largest possible overlap (the largest hash length in Velvet) gave the highest N50 in all cases.

###### 

Mitochondrial Sequences Referred to in this Study

  Accession Number                                                              Species                      Common name             Reference
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------- --------------------
  J01415[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"},[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}     *Homo sapiens*               Human                   [@bib3]
  NC_001807[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *H. sapiens*                 Human                   [@bib24]
  AJ428514[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Rattus norvegicus*          Norway rat              [@bib32]
  NC_001665[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    R. *norvegicus*              Norway rat              unpublished
  EU273708[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Rattus praetor*             Spiny rat               [@bib37]
  NC_008551[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *Ardea novaehollandiae*      White-faced heron       [@bib20]
  DQ780883[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Pelecanus conspicillatus*   Australian pelican      [@bib20]
  NC_008540[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *Apus apus*                  Common swift            unpublished
  AB043889[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Rana nigromaculata*         Dark-spotted frog       [@bib43]
  NC_006688[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *Alytes obstetricians*       Common midwife toad     [@bib38]
  AY660929[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Gryllotalpa orientalis*     Oriental mole cricket   [@bib25]
  EU938374[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Troglophilus neglectus*     Cave cricket            [@bib16]
  NC_007894[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *Sepioteuthis lessoniana*    Reef squid              [@bib1]
  AB029616[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     *Loligo bleekeri*            Bleeker\'s squid        [@bib44], [@bib40]
  DQ238598[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"},[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *Ilyanassa obsoleta*         Eastern mudsnail        [@bib41]
  NC_008098[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    *Lophiotoma cerithiformis*   Turrid snail            [@bib4]
  NC_008797                                                                     *Conus textile*              Cloth-of-gold cone      [@bib5]
  NC_010090                                                                     *Thais clavigera*            Rock shell              unpublished
  NC_011193                                                                     *Rapana venosa*              Veined rapa whelk       unpublished
  NC_013239                                                                     *Terebra dimidiata*          Dimidiate auger shell   [@bib12]
  NC_013241                                                                     *Cancellaria cancellata*     Cancelate nutmeg        [@bib12]
  NC_013242                                                                     *Fusiturris similis*                                 [@bib12]
  NC_013243                                                                     *Conus borgesi*                                      [@bib12]
  NC_013245                                                                     *Cymbium olla*               Pata-del-burro          [@bib12]
  NC_013248                                                                     *Nassarius reticulates*      Reticulate nassa        [@bib12]
  NC_013250                                                                     *Bolinus brandaris*          Purple dye murex        [@bib12]
  GU196685                                                                      *Amalda northlandica*        Northland olive         This study

Genomes from which simulated reads were extracted.

Genomes used as references.

The two sets of contigs produced by Velvet and Edena were aligned to each of the 5 genomes in turn. Each contig mapped perfectly to one of the five genomes, indicating that there were no misassemblies and that all sequencing errors were eliminated by the high coverage.

Coverage distributions for both sets of contigs for a single permutation are shown in [figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. All permutations that were tested gave similar results, with a single peak corresponding to each of the five genomes. This meant that, for simulated reads, the coverage values could easily be used to separate the contigs into five groups, one for each genome. In practice, however, it has been reported that for GA reads, coverage is not uniform but is correlated to GC content, perhaps due to AT-rich fragments being more prone to denaturation than GC-rich fragments ([@bib13]; [@bib22]). This highlights the need for caution when using simulations to test new methods.

![Coverage distributions. (*A*) Coverage, weighted by contig length, for contigs assembled from simulated reads by Velvet with *k* = 31. The sequences used in this simulation were human (25%), bird (30%), frog (10%), cricket (20%), and snail (15%). It is clear from these distributions that the contigs from each genome have tightly clustered coverage values, with the coverage for each genome directly proportional to the percentage of reads from that genome. (*B*) Coverage, weighted by contig length, for contigs assembled from biological data by Velvet with *k* = 25. Coverage for each genome is clearly not sufficiently uniform to be useful as a means of separating contigs. Coverages are given as *k*-mer coverage (see [@bib45]).](gbeevq029f01_lw){#fig1}

To separate the contigs produced from simulated reads without using coverage information, Exonerate ([@bib42]) was used to align each contig against a set of reference sequences related to the mitochondrial genomes used to generate the reads. For the human, rat, bird, snail, and squid mitochondria listed above, the references used were another human mitochondrial genome (accession number NC_001807), another Norway rat (accession number NC_001665), the Australian pelican, the turrid snail, and Bleeker's squid, respectively. Because the relatedness between the reference and the original sequence was different for each genome (the same species for the human and rat and different orders for the bird) and the degree of sequence conservation varies across the genome, only the relative values of the alignment scores for each contig could be used to separate the mixture of contigs into its component genomes. For each contig of our Edena assembly, the best alignment identified corresponded to the correct reference, except for two short contigs from the control region of the bird, which failed to align to any of the reference sequences.

Once separated, each group of contigs was assembled to give one or more supercontigs for each genome. For the Velvet assembly of the permutation described above, the cricket and snail mitochondrial genomes each gave two contigs, which overlapped to form a single supercontig covering the whole of each genome. The human mitochondrial genome gave seven contigs, which formed a single supercontig covering the whole genome, although one of the overlaps was very short (seven bases). The bird and frog mitochondrial genomes contain tandem repeat regions, which could not be assembled from short reads. This would be the case regardless of whether they were sequenced separately or as part of a mixture (see [@bib10] and [@bib26] for analysis of the limitations of short reads for repeat resolution). However, the remainder of each genome was successfully assembled into two supercontigs. We obtained similar results for the other permutations we examined and for the Edena assemblies---there were small differences in the numbers of contigs produced, but these did not affect the assembly into supercontigs.

To test whether more closely related mitochondrial genomes could be separated in the same way, the exercise was repeated using the same human, bird, and snail mitochondrial genomes, together with a Norway rat (accession number AJ428514) and reef squid. The relatively closely related human and rat mitochondrial genomes were each broken up into a larger number of contigs (12 each), but these could still be separated by their different coverage levels, and each set then assembled into a single supercontig. Two short contigs (length 52 and 54 bp) had coverage equal to the sum of the expected coverages for the human and rat genomes and aligned with 100% sequence identity to both the human and rat references. These represent regions of the 16S ribosomal RNA gene that are conserved between the two species and were included in both sets of contigs.

The squid mitochondrial genome contained a duplicated region, which gave a 505-bp contig with twice the expected coverage. The double coverage made it possible to identify the contig as a repeat and to include it twice when assembling the contigs into a supercontig.

Our simulations thus confirmed that it is possible to assemble short reads from this type of mixture of mitochondrial genomes and to separate the assembled contigs into the individual components of the mixture.

Biological Data
---------------

For some of the organisms chosen, closely related reference genomes were available. We also chose some more difficult examples, for which the closest available reference was much more distant, for example, in a different taxonomic order in the case of the bird.

Trimmed 27-bp GA reads were assembled using Velvet. As expected, the best results were obtained with the longest possible hash length (25, giving 536 contigs with an N50, or median length--weighted contig length, of 598). The coverage cutoff parameter of Velvet was used to eliminate short low-coverage nodes (which are likely to be errors), giving considerably higher N50 values. It is likely that the six samples were present at different concentrations, so we expected that different values of the coverage cutoff would be optimal for each genome. The number of nodes, maximum contig length, and N50 values reported by Velvet with coverage cutoff values up to 150 are shown in [figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Assemblies with coverage cutoff set to 12, 26, 35, 45, and 58 were examined.

![Assembly statistics for biological data. Median length--weighted contig length (N50, solid line), maximum contig length (dotted line), and number of nodes (dashed line) plotted against coverage cutoff for Velvet assemblies with hash length *k* = 25. Contig lengths are in *k*-mers (length in base pairs can be obtained by adding *k* − 1). Increasing the coverage cutoff eliminates low-coverage nodes, removing some branching in the graph and allowing some of the higher coverage nodes to merge. The distinct steps in the N50 plot may reflect different coverages for the different DNA fragments sequenced. The longest contig is stable, with a length of 8,231 for all coverage cutoffs up to 129, except that for coverage cutoffs between 45 and 64, 10 nt are added to one end of the contig to give a length of 8,241.](gbeevq029f02_lw){#fig2}

Probably because of the differences in GC content within a genome, coverage was not sufficiently uniform to separate the contigs belonging to the different genomes (see [fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, they were separated by aligning them to a set of reference genomes. The references used were the mitochondrial genomes of a human (accession number J01415), the spiny rat, the common swift, the common midwife toad, the cave cricket, and the eastern mudsnail. The degree of relatedness between the target and reference sequences was thus different in each case: for human, target and reference were two members of the same species; for the rat, different species of the same genus; and for the bird, frog, cricket, and mollusc, target and reference were in different families or even higher order taxa.

Of a total of 964 contigs for the 5 assemblies examined, 762 were correctly grouped into species in this first step. However, because the single best alignment for each contig was used regardless of the relative scores of alignments to the other references, 64 contigs were initially assigned to incorrect species. Where sequences are highly conserved (or highly divergent), contigs may align with similarly high (or low) scores to several references, thus it was expected that not all contigs would be assigned correctly by this method. A further 113 contigs failed to produce any alignments with scores above Exonerate\'s default threshold. However, all contigs belonging to the human and rat sequences were assigned correctly, presumably as a consequence of having closely related reference sequences for these organisms.

A second round of separation was carried out using the assembly graphs produced by Velvet. An example of an assembly graph, with each node colored according to the reference to which it aligned, is shown in [figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We used the graph to identify contigs that appeared to have been assigned to the wrong genome and to ascertain the origin of those contigs that failed to align using Exonerate. These were checked against the GenBank ([@bib6]) nucleotide database using the web-based BlastN algorithm ([@bib2]). BlastN found closer alignments for most of these contigs than those to our reference genomes, as we expected, because GenBank contains many shorter sequences in addition to the relatively small number of whole mitochondrial genomes known. Such comparisons are therefore very useful in aiding assembly.

![Assembly graph. The assembly graph for sequences assembled by Velvet with *k* = 25 and cov_cutoff = 26. Nodes are colored according to the reference sequence to which the corresponding contigs align: green for human, purple for rat, blue for bird, red for frog, yellow for mollusc, and orange for insect. Gray nodes failed to align to any of the references, and white nodes are shorter than 2*k* − 1 (Velvet does not output contigs for these nodes). The area of each node is proportional to the length of the sequence it represents, and the width of an edge between nodes is proportional to the number of reads that connect those nodes. The human, mollusc, and frog sequences are assembled into relatively small clusters of long contigs, whereas the insect, bird, and rat show more complex chains of shorter contigs. The reasons for these patterns are discussed in the text.](gbeevq029f03_3c){#fig3}

Any contigs that were connected in the assembly graph to contigs that aligned to different references were checked against GenBank. Node 206 of the assembly in [figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, for example, aligned to the spiny rat, whereas the 2 neighboring contigs aligned to the common swift, but when checked against GenBank, the best alignment found for node 206 was to *Gallirallus okinawae* (Okinawa rail) mitochondrial DNA, so it was reassigned to the pool of bird contigs. Another example is node 75, which was found to match fragments of mitochondrial 16S sequence from the frogs *Leiopelma archeyi* and *Leiopelma* *hochstetteri* in the GenBank database with 100% identity, despite aligning more closely to our bird reference than to our frog reference. No useable alignments were found for 17 unmatched nodes, all of which grouped in the graphs with contigs that aligned to the insect reference, and these were assigned to the insect pool on the basis of their position in the graph. This general problem will certainly decrease as more complete genomes become available, but it still requires care at present.

Once separated, the contigs aligning to each reference were imported into Geneious ([@bib14]). Each set of contigs was assembled into supercontigs, and these supercontigs, along with any contigs not included in the supercontigs, were aligned against the reference.

The human sequence was a single long-range PCR product from a human Melanesian sample, the remainder of this mitochondrial genome having been sequenced in a previous experiment. The best results were obtained with a coverage cutoff of 12, giving 3 overlapping contigs with a total length of 10,485 nt spanning from *cox*1 to 12S rRNA as expected. Higher coverage cutoff values still gave the same three overlapping contigs, except that the longest contig (and hence the overall length) was slightly shorter. This human Q2 haplotype will be reported separately and has the GenBank accession number GQ214521.

The best assembly for the mollusc sequence was obtained with the higher coverage cutoff values. Coverage cutoffs of 45 and 58 produced seven contigs that overlapped to form a single supercontig 15,361 bp in length, whose ends overlap by 7 bp. Although this overlap is short, it is within the *trn*H gene and is part of a short (18 bp) overlap between two long-range PCR products. All other overlaps between contigs were 19 bp or longer. The supercontig appears therefore to constitute the entire mitochondrial genome of *A. northlandica*. Lower coverage cutoffs gave six contigs, covering the whole genome except for a gap of 11 nt in the noncoding region between *trn*F and *cox*3. We discuss this genome in more detail below.

All coverage cutoff values gave similar results for the frog, with five contigs forming three supercontigs of 616, 1,385, and 6,361 bp at coverage cutoffs of 45 and 58. This represents almost all of the frog template loaded (long-range PCR was only able to generate one fragment representing approximately half of the frog mitochondrial genome). At the lower coverage cutoff values, six contigs were produced, but they still formed the same three supercontigs, although the longest was slightly shorter, at 6,350 bp.

The rat assembly was also largely unaffected by the coverage cutoff. However, there were two regions where polymorphisms were observed. These can be seen as crisscross patterns in the graph in [figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}---where the two sequences have diverged, they form a pair of parallel contigs both of which overlap with contigs on either side where the sequences are identical. These regions are in the 12S and 16S rRNA genes and in *cox*1. The two sequences observed in each of these regions were highly similar, and open reading frames were preserved. These might indicate the presence of nuclear DNA sequences of mitochondrial origin (numts; see [@bib28]; [@bib36]).

The contigs where the sequence was unambiguous were used in conjunction with further sequencing experiments to determine the complete mitochondrial genome sequence of *R. fuscipes*, extending the work of [@bib37]. This sequence has the GenBank accession number GU570664 and will be published separately, along with the mitochondrial genome sequences of several other *Rattus* species.

The bird sequences show a more complicated pattern again, as can be seen in [figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. It appears that, as well as containing the intended tawny frogmouth DNA, the sequencing reaction was contaminated with DNA from a common moorhen, a sandhill crane, and a red-fronted coot. Unfortunately, no reference sequences are available at present that can be used to distinguish these birds across the whole mitochondrial genome, and the problem appears to have arisen through tissue contamination (see later).

Aligning the contigs to the common swift reference genome showed a single sequence stretching from the middle of the 12S rRNA gene to *trn*M, with a small gap in 12S rRNA. From *nad*2 to *atp*6, there were two parallel sequences, and from the end of *cox*3 to the middle of *cyt*B, there were three. Comparing contigs to the GenBank nucleotide database using BlastN showed that the sequence covering 12S rRNA to *trn*M matched tawny frogmouth sequence fragments: 1 partial 12S rRNA sequence and 1 sequence covering *trn*L, *nad*1, *trn*I, and *trn*Q. Of the two parallel sequences from *nad*2 to *atp*6, one gave an exact match to existing partial *cox*1 and *atp*8 sequences for the Southern American common moorhen *Gallinula chloropus galeata* and the other gave an exact match to an existing partial *cox*1 sequence for the red-fronted coot *Fulica rufifrons*. At the *cyt*B locus, where there were three parallel sequences, one was found to match tawny frogmouth, the second matched common moorhen, and the third matched the sandhill crane *Grus canadensis*. One of the 3 sequences also matched an existing tawny frogmouth fragment covering part of *nad*1 and *trn*H, *trn*S, and *trn*L and another matched an existing sandhill crane fragment covering part of *cox*3, *nad*3, and *trn*G.

Many of the bird contigs had relatively low coverage values (because the presence of contaminants meant that the overall sequence length was much longer than expected), so that when assembly was carried out with a higher coverage cutoff, they were eliminated or two parallel contigs were merged to form a single contig.

DNA was extracted from a sandhill crane sample in our laboratory alongside the tawny frogmouth sample. However, neither common moorhen nor red-fronted coot have ever been studied in this laboratory (nor are the species present in this country), so it is likely that either the tawny frogmouth or the sandhill crane tissue sample was contaminated with DNA from these two species before our laboratory received them. Using the same scalpel for dissecting different birds is a possible explanation. This highlights the need for good laboratory practice---the high dynamic range of these DNA sequencing techniques means that minute traces of DNA will be amplified and sequenced.

As with the bird, the insect sequences show a rather convoluted assembly, with regions where two or three sequences align in parallel to the same region of the reference. The insect sequences, however, appear to be nuclear DNA sequences of mitochondrial origin as we were unable to identify open reading frames corresponding to the genes to which the sequences align. A possible solution to this problem would be the isolation of whole mitochondria, followed by DNA extraction from these mitochondria. This would exclude nuclear DNA, thereby eliminating the contribution of any nuclear copies of mitochondrial genes to the resulting sequence reads.

*Amalda northlandica* Mitochondrial Genome
------------------------------------------

The mitochondrial genome of *A. northlandica* is 15,354 bp in length and contains 13 protein-coding genes, 2 ribosomal RNA genes, and 22 tRNA genes ([figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and has the GenBank accession number GU196685. All protein-coding genes begin with the standard ATG start codon with the exception of *nad*6, which starts with an ATA codon. All the protein-coding genes terminate with standard TAA or TAG codon. The gene composition and order is consistent with neogastropod complete mitochondrial sequences currently available in GenBank (*Ilyanassa obsoleta*, *Lophiotoma cerithiformis*, *Conus textile*, *Thais clavigera*, *Rapana venosa*, *Terebra dimidiata*, *Cancellaria cancellata*, *Fusiturris similis*, *Conus borgesi*, *Cymbium olla*, *Nassarius reticulatus*, and *Bolinus brandaris*). In addition, a novel structural element (outlined below) was identified during assembly of the *A. northlandica* mitochondrial genome sequence. This structure may represent a reduced mitochondrial control region (which has not yet been identified in neogastropod molluscs).

![The *A. northlandica* complete mitochondrial genome. Arrowheads depict the direction of transcription. Genes with offset annotations (*trn*C, *trn*Q, and *nad*4) overlap with genes preceding them. Binding sites for the primers used to generate the long-range PCR products are indicated in green.](gbeevq029f04_3c){#fig4}

An Unusual Control Region?
--------------------------

A very unusual feature of the assembly was that under certain coverage cutoff regimes, a fragment of the mitochondrial sequence was omitted. This 11-bp fragment was found to be in an intergenic region between *trn*F and *cox*3, and it is surprising that such an apparently short region should disrupt assembly. In order to identify possible causes of incomplete assembly, the noncoding intergenic spacers were analyzed for secondary structure formation. This could also elucidate structural features, such as the origin of replication and control region, which have not yet been identified in neogastropod molluscs. The highly variable 3′ and 5′ domains of the rRNA genes mean that the precise boundaries of 12S rRNA and 16S rRNA are not yet known. Due to this uncertainty, the regions flanking the rRNA genes were not considered.

The longest intergenic spacer in *A. northlandica* is located between the genes *trn*F and *cox*3. It is 56 bp in length and contains 2 predicted secondary structural elements, a strong stem--loop element and a second small stem--loop element ([fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Of the remaining intergenic sequences in the *Amalda* mitochondrial genome, only 7 are longer than 10 bp. All of these 7 exhibit some secondary structure (as predicted by the program MFold; [@bib46]). Including sequence of *trn*F showed that the initial stem in the intergenic spacer overlaps with the 3′ end of the acceptor stem of the tRNA by 5 bp. This initial stem of 14 bases is by far the strongest secondary structure in the intergenic regions (−20.03 kcal/mol). The presence of the short second possible stem--loop reduces the stability of the combined structure to −19.85 kcal/mol.

![The *trn*F--*cox*3 intergenic region of the *A. northlandica* mitochondrial genome. (*A*) The position and inferred structure of stem--loop elements in this region; the positions of the *trn*F gene and the initial bases of the *cox*3 gene are also indicated. The smaller predicted stem--loop reduces the overall stability of both structures. (*B*) Two hypotheses could explain the sequence data: hypothesis I: there is a mixture of 2 mitochondrial genome copies that differ in the orientation of the loop sequence; or hypothesis II: there is a single genome that contains a noncomplementary region, which could exist in either of 2 possible orientations. (*C*) Hypothesis II suggests the formation of a double-stem structure in double-stranded DNA.](gbeevq029f05_3c){#fig5}

The incomplete assembly observed for lower coverage cutoff regimes (see earlier) was identified to be the result of a loss of 11 nt representing the complete loop of the structure shown in [figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. This appeared to suggest that palindromic sequence of sufficient size may cause the loss of sequence during assembly under specific cutoff regimes. However, further analysis of the sequence coverage of this region revealed that identical (not complementary) but reversed sequence existed in both the forward and reverse directions of the loop region of this structure ([fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Although we are able to confirm the sequence of the loop region, we are unable to show in which of 2 possible orientations this sequence exists naturally in the *Amalda* mitochondrial genome. Re-examination of this region with Sanger sequencing confirmed the presence of ambiguous base calls within the expected 11-bp section. The Sanger sequence also confirms that this anomalous region is not the result of an artifact introduced in the Illumina sequencing or short-read assembly ([fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Gbrowse visualizations of short reads from the *A. northlandica* mitochondrial control region showing reads present in either orientation and electropherograms confirming the sequence. Parts (*A*) and (*B*) show a representative sample of 27-bp sequence reads across each orientation. The loop sequence between the stems is shown in magenta in the "Annotation" track. Short reads are shown in the forward and reverse strands (blue and green, respectively). The reads that give directionality to the loop sequences (i.e., that cross the boundary of either the 5′ stem or 3′ stem into identifiable sequence) are shown in the forward (yellow) and reverse (pink) strands. Part (*C*) shows Sanger sequence confirmation of ambiguous nucleotide sites at the positions predicted by the short-read mapping in (*A*) and (*B*) above. Electropherograms show the base calls for the nucleotide sequence reads in both the forward and reverse directions. Sequence quality scores are indicated for each site as a histogram in parallel with the electropherograms. Scores range from 55 for high-quality base calls to 12 for the lowest quality call of the ambiguous nucleotide positions. The sequence shown includes only the 100 bases that align with the short-read assemblies shown in (*A*) and (*B*) and comes from a sequence fragment of length 300 bp.](gbeevq029f06_3c){#fig6}

It is not yet possible to confirm whether this structure represents either the control region or an origin of replication. There are no clear homologies with known structures or known conserved sequence blocks associated with either structure. However, this region can be identified in 6 published neogastropods (*I. obsoleta*, *T. clavigera*, *R. venosa*, *F. similis*, *B. brandaris*, and *N. reticulatus*), where the size is nearly identical (56--58 bp). The predicted secondary structures are very similar (data not shown) with well-conserved sequences for the stem structure (see [fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), but the nucleotide sequences for the remainder of the region are quite divergent in these species. The mitochondrial genomes of *C. cancellata*, *C. olla*, *L. cerithiformis*, *C. textile*, and *C. borgesi* are all longer; have more complex predicted secondary structures; and, with the exception of *Cancellaria*, have no significant sequence homology to the previously mentioned neogastropods. The remaining published neogastropod (*T. dimidiata*) has a considerably larger intergenic region in this position that exhibits no clear homology with the other known neogastropod mitochondrial genome sequences.

In addition, the positions of other structure-bearing intergenic regions are not conserved across the known neogastropod mitochondrial genomes. For example, an intergenic region of 25 bp is observed in *Amalda* between *nad*1 and *trn*P, whereas most of the known neogastropod sequences have some intergenic sequence at this position only 5 have a region that is larger than 10 bp. Furthermore, there is no unambiguously homologous sequence in these variable intergenic regions. It remains uncertain whether homologous structures exist at different positions in the other mitochondrial genomes.

Discussion
==========

These results show that, given an appropriate reference sequence for each genome under consideration, it is possible to assemble short reads from a mixture of mitochondrial genomes and deconvolute the resulting contigs without the need to index the reads. The reference sequence for each genome must be considerably closer to that genome than to any of the others, but it is not necessary for the references to separate the sequences perfectly as the assembly graph can be used to identify spurious alignments, as well as to reallocate contigs that fail to align to any of the references.

In principle, the same approach could be applied to other mixtures of sequences, for example, chloroplast genomes. We have successfully assembled chloroplast genomes from short-read data (data not shown), although not yet from a mixture.

The main difficulties encountered in assembling the genomes in this study were not due to problems in separating the contigs but due to problems with sample preparation, namely the presence of numts and contamination. These same issues would have arisen if the six genomes had been sequenced separately. It is clear that it is important to have high-quality DNA samples for de novo assembly. Any contamination can lead to ambiguities which make it difficult to distinguish between the sample and the contamination. This issue is significantly compounded if the contamination is closely related to the target sequence, relative to the reference sequence used (e.g., 2 birds), with varying degrees of sequence incompleteness or incorrect contigs generated depending on the level of relatedness. However, contamination will normally only affect assembly of the most closely related sequence, leaving the other samples unaffected. In the absence of contamination and numts, we would expect fewer contigs to be produced, making the process of deconvolution considerably simpler.

In generating the complete mitochondrial genome sequence of the mollusc *A. northlandica*, we have characterized a novel structural element in a mitochondrial genome. The identification of apparently identical DNA sequence in both the heavy and light strands of this structure leads to two possible explanations (see [fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}):that separate mitochondrial genome molecules exist in an individual, differing only in alternative orientations of the sequence of this loop orthat the sequence on both strands of the DNA molecule is identical in this loop and therefore noncomplementary in double-stranded DNA.

It is difficult to envisage a functional explanation for the first hypothesis. However, extrapolating from the second hypothesis, it could be suggested that this noncomplementary sequence enforces the formation of a functionally important structural element in double-stranded DNA ([fig. 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). One difficulty with this hypothesis is how such a noncomplementary region would be replicated. RNA mediation is a possible solution and could be involved in an initiation process. Furthermore, given that the identical loop sequences are in opposite directions on each DNA strand, this might impart a directionality to each strand (e.g., for replication). Similar stem structures have been proposed for bidirectional transcriptional promoters in vertebrate mitochondrial genomes ([@bib27]; [@bib35]), but the suggestion of noncomplementary DNA in the double-stranded mitochondrial genome is, as far as we are aware, unprecedented. Such an arrangement could be a result of the contraction of the mitochondrial genome in neogastropod molluscs, and the structure we have identified may represent a highly reduced control region. It is extremely unlikely that traditional Sanger sequencing is capable of characterizing this novel sequence feature, although it might be detectable as a region of poor-quality sequence. Indeed, several reported neogastropod mitochondrial genomes share sequence and structural homology with the stem structure shown here for *Amalda*, but there is very little sequence homology seen for the loop. Furthermore, the sequence of the mitochondrial genome of *I. obsoleta* is reported with ambiguous bases in the region homologous to the *Amalda* loop, alluding to the presence of ambiguous sequence that we predict would be observed in Sanger sequence of this region. It is probable that the case reported here is not limited to *Amalda*. A detailed characterization of the structure and evolutionary significance of the genomic region that we have identified here will be reported elsewhere.

The unusual arrangement of sequence in this structure was detectable in short-read sequencing as it led to an apparently structure-mediated loss of sequence during contig generation. The extent to which this prevails is unknown as such an arrangement has never been described. However, clearly, the development of new DNA sequencing technologies might allow the discovery of features that were intractable with earlier techniques.

The utility of complete mitochondrial genome sequences to the analysis of molluscan phylogenetic relationships is reinforced with the addition of the *A. northlandica* sequence. Neogastropoda represent a lineage that appears to have undergone a rapid diversification. Standard analysis of nucleotide sequence is often insufficient to resolve deep relationships in such cases (e.g., birds; [@bib33]). It is thought that structural organization of mitochondrial genomes ("rare genomic changes") could be used to resolve uncertainties in deep relationships in molluscs ([@bib8]). As the gene content and order of known neogastropod mitochondrial genomes is identical, positional data for genes will not be informative. However, positional information for intergenic spacer regions can provide important additional data. When the *Amalda* sequence is compared with the 12 known neogastropod sequences, a tantalizing picture of lineage-specific arrangements of structure-bearing intergenic spacers emerges. However, very little can be concluded from such a small sample of molluscs. Fortunately, as methods are developed to enable the deconvolution of mixed samples from second-generation sequencing runs, large numbers of mitochondrial genomes or other short genomic regions can now be quickly and cost-effectively generated. Through sufficient sampling of maximally informative taxa, inference of phylogenetic relationships of molluscan lineages will then be robust and free of the bias associated with insufficient taxon sampling and inadequate sequence coverage to achieve resolution.

The mixture strategy that we have developed can readily be combined with an indexing approach. For example, if we wish to sequence mitochondrial genomes from, say, 12 birds, 12 molluscs, 12 insects, and 12 human individuals, rather than using 48 index tags, we could use 12, each with a mixture consisting of 1 bird, 1 mollusc, 1 insect, and 1 human. A single set of 4 reference sequences could then be used to separate all 12 mixtures.

It should be noted that the approach developed here is very general in that it can be applied to a wide range of mixtures of DNA sequences. One that we have simulated is a mixture with a chloroplast and several mitochondria (data not shown), but in principle, any mixture could be used, provided that for each sample we have a reference sufficiently close to separate that sample from the other components of the mixture. However, whatever mixture is tried, we would strongly advocate that the simulation approach be used to test that the software can successfully separate the mixture before committing to the cost of an actual run.
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